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A transformer oil puri�er is an important machine that is used

in various industries. It is used to maintain and purify the oil

that is used in transformers, circuit breakers, and other high-

voltage equipment. One can �nd many suppliers of transformer

oil puri�er machines in India. However, with so many options, it

becomes di�cult to choose a reliable supplier. Well, worry no

more. This blog lists the top 5 suppliers of transformer oil

puri�ers in India you can reach out to. Let’s dive into it.

1. Hypureoil (Transformer Oil
Puri�er)
Hypureoil is the leading manufacturer and supplier of

transformer oil puri�er in India. With an experience spanning

more than 5 years, it has established an unmatching identity. Its

products cater to diverse industries, including automotive,

manufacturing, renewable energy, etc. Their transformer oil

puri�er machine is available at a very affordable cost.

Furthermore, by keeping the transformer oil in good condition,

Hypureoil’s puri�ers help prevent costly repairs and downtime,

while extending the overall life of transformers.

2. Rayon Energy Pvt. Ltd.
Established in 2013, Rayon Energy Pvt. Ltd. is a company that

manufactures and sells transformer oil puri�er machines. The

company is known for manufacturing technologically advanced

and easy-to-use transformer oil puri�ers. It removes dirt and

water from the oil, making it better for the transformers. Rayon

Energy has a strong presence in India as well as Nepal, Bhutan,

and African countries.

3. High Force Hydraulics Pvt. Ltd
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High Force Hydraulics Pvt. Ltd. was established in 2013 in New

Delhi, India. They are known for selling a variety of products,

like transformer oil puri�ers, hydraulic accumulators, industrial

dampers, etc. High Force Hydraulics utilize top-quality

materials from trusted vendors to manufacture their machines.

Their production unit has modern tools and technology,

managed by skilled professionals. Its transformer oil puri�er

machines are checked thoroughly before shipping them to the

customers. High Force Hydraulics has a huge customer base in

India and abroad.

4. NACH Engineering Pvt. Ltd.
NACH Engineering Pvt. Ltd. was started in 1990 by Anil G.

Chaudhary to bring new technology to the transformer industry.

They make modern products under the NACH brand. Today,

NACH Engineering have a team of experts in designing,

researching, and making products using advanced vacuum

technology. They also work with top technical institutions to

bring new ideas into their products. It offers customized

transformer oil puri�er solutions designed to cater to different

industries.

5. CEE DEE Vacuum Equipment
Pvt. Ltd
CEE DEE Vacuum Equipment Pvt. Ltd. was started in 1988.

They design, manufacture, and sell transformer oil puri�er

machines along with other products. It started with a small

team of engineers. Now they have three units and customers

worldwide. With a team of skilled and experienced

professionals, they handle small to big projects. They serve

multiple industries with their products. CEE DEE Vacuum

Equipment Pvt. Ltd. is the top choice in the Indian market due

to its top-notch products.



Let’s Sum Up!

These are the top 5 suppliers of transformer oil puri�er in India.

These companies are well known for their superior quality

products and customer services. You can rely on any one of

these companies to get a transformer oil puri�er machine that

is easy to use and maintain, and works e�ciently. Connect with

these to know all about their transformer oil puri�ers. Compare

product prices and speci�cations to make an informed

decision.
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ABOUT US

From transformer oils to turbine oils, we ensure your machinery operates at peak

performance, reducing downtime and maximizing e�ciency up to an impressive

scale.

OPENING HOURS

Mon - Sat 8:00 - 17:30,

Sunday - CLOSED

OUR PRODUCTS

Electrostatic Oil Puri�er – EOP

Hyper Oil Puri�cation System – HOPS

Low Temperature Vacuum Dehydration System – LTVDS

Mini Filter
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